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1: A Teacher's Guide to the Holocaust:The Rise of the Nazi Party
Hilter Rise To Power. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Hilter Rise To Power. Some of the worksheets
displayed are The rise of adolf hitler exercises 1, Hitler and the rise of nazi germany guided reading, World war two
causes, The interwar years worldwide depression and the rise of, Hate anti semitism propaganda in the holocaust
grade, Folklore some useful terminology, The rise of.

The teacher will walk around helping students answer the questions and clarifying any confusion students may
have. The timeline is located under the Background Essay Questions. Next the students will complete the
Understanding the Question and Pre-Bucketing sheet. The Understanding the Question half of the worksheet
helps the student understand what is being asked of them and to rewrite the question in their own words in
order to fully comprehend the content. The students will then label the four buckets in the Pre-Bucketing
portion. The teacher will assist this process by drawing buckets on the board and have students suggest how
they should be labeled. At this point of the activity students should be looking for generic labels to provide a
framework for organizing the essay. German Territorial Losses map ; Mein Kampf excerpt. Treaty of
Versailles, Article , War Guilt Clause The teacher will walk around and monitor the group discussions and to
clarify misunderstandings or any other questions students may have. Students will then be assigned a number
one through four and form four different groups, each consisting at least one student from each letter group.
The students will take turns explaining what their first group letter group , came up with in regards to
analyzing their document. They will discuss their answers to the Document Analysis questions with the rest of
the group, while the students listening take notes. After the groups are done meeting the teacher will go over
any unanswered questions the students may still have and have a short discussion regarding each document,
with help from the students. After the class discussion summarizing the main points of each document, the
students will complete the Bucketing â€” Getting Ready to Write and the Thesis Development and Road Map
worksheet individually. The first strategy, bucketing, gives students the opportunity to identify four causes.
Students should make the connection that each Document is a different cause. Hook Exercise, will assess
students prior knowledge through analyzing the political cartoon. During reading Background Essay teacher
will assess how familiar students are with key vocabulary and will explain any words they are unfamiliar with.
During group discussion teacher will walk go from group to group making sure students are understanding
what is asked of them and answer questions as well as offer guidance. Organization strategies will be reviewed
by teacher making sure students are on the right path and have the right ideas in order to complete the essay.
Students final DBQ Essay will be assessed for understanding, thesis, and proper use of primary sources. Their
finished packed with all questions answered and the two different organization strategies will assist the
students in their Outline Guide. Students will have two days to turn in their final DBQ essay. When groups are
being formed English Learners, Struggling Readers and Students with Special needs will be grouped higher
achieving students in order to assist them. The Bucketing, Thesis Development and Road Map worksheets will
help students organize their thoughts and assist them when writing their essay. The teacher will also make
themselves available after class or school for students who are struggling with the content.
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2: Adolph Hitler Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
This website and its content is subject to our Terms and Conditions. Tes Global Ltd is registered in England (Company
No ) with its registered office at 26 Red Lion Square London WC1R 4HQ.

How did Hitler become a dictator? Six factors that explain how Hitler was able to become a dictator. Dramatic
reconstruction of the Reichstag Fire. My Reichstag Fire website which includes an article that suggests the
Nazis were responsible for starting the fire. How did Hitler control the German people? Coercion, persuasion
and consent: Coercion, persuasion and consent - PowerPoint Complete this table over the next three lessons to
show the way the Nazi state controlled the people of Germany. A Warning from History 2 Video shown in
class. Summary notes to go with the video. John D Clare on how the Nazis consolidated power and how their
rule affected ordinary Germans. Fascinating film biography about Goebbels. Various significant Nazi
Propaganda films. Walsh Why was Hitler appeased? A Warning from History 3 Video shown in class. An
excellent series of short BBC revision videos about the road to war. How have historians debated the causes of
World War II? The three main theories that explain WWII: Darby on British and French foreign policy as a
cause of war and why they went to war for Poland in McDonough on why war broke out in Asia. The website
of Laurence Rees. The BBC writer producer of the landmark documentaries Nazis:
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3: International School History - European School History and Human Science
Download Hitler gets into Power Lesson Worksheet. Click the button below to get instant access to this resource for use
in the classroom or at a home.

Opposition to and discrimination against Jews. A term for peoples speaking the language of Europe and India.
In Nazi racial theory, a person of pure German "blood. Appointed by President von Hindenburg in , he was the
first chancellor under the new presidential system which ruled by emergency decree rather than laws passed
by the Reichstag. One who is present at some event without participating in it. Large restaurant providing
food, drink, music, a dance floor, and floor show. Chief prime minister of Germany. A concept or system of
society in which the collective community shares ownership in resources and the means of production. In
theory, such societies provide for equal sharing of all work, according to ability, and all benefits, according to
need. In , Karl Marx, in collaboration with Friedrich Engels, published the Communist Manifesto which
provided the theoretical impetus for the Russian Bolshevik Revolution in The Enabling Act, ratified on March
23, , allowed the government emergency powers: This helped the new Nazi regime to establish a firm footing
in the Reichstag. A social and political ideology with the primary guiding principle that the state or nation is
the highest priority, rather than personal or individual freedoms. The party espoused national pride, militarism,
a commitment to the Volk, and a racially "pure" Germany. A deep, worldwide, economic contraction
beginning in which caused particular hardship in Germany which was already reeling from huge reparation
payments following World War I and hyperinflation. Nazi party leader, It expanded during the Third Reich.
Membership was compulsory after League of German Girls: Female counterpart of the Hitler Youth formed
in but not formerly integrated by Hitler until A movement, as in the arts, based on the folk idioms, history,
aspirations, etc. Established in , it assumed responsibility for the ideological indoctrination of teachers. It was
characterized by a centralist and authoritarian structure. Its platform was based on militaristic, racial,
antisemitic and nationalistic policies. Nazi Party membership and political power grew dramatically in the s,
partly based on political propaganda, mass rallies and demonstrations. The "Reich Citizenship Law" deprived
all Jews of their civil rights, and the "Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honor" made
marriages and extra-marital sexual relationships between Jews and Germans punishable by imprisonment. An
organized and often officially encouraged massacre of or attack on Jews. The word is derived from two
Russian words that mean "thunder. A judgment or opinion formed before the facts are known. In most cases,
these opinions are founded on suspicion, intolerance, and the irrational hatred of other races, religions, creeds,
or nationalities. False or partly false information used by a government or political party intended to sway the
opinions of the population. German word for empire. On February 27, , a staged fire burned the Reichstag
building. A month later, on March 23, , the Reichstag approved the Enabling Act which gave Hitler unlimited
dictatorial power. They continued to exist throughout the Third Reich, but were of lesser political significance
after Person or group of people blamed for crimes committed by others. A concept based on the idea of
"survival of the fittest. A theory or system of social organization that advocates the ownership and control of
land, capital, industry, etc. In Marxist theory it represents the stage following capitalism in a state
transforming to communism. Germany and the Allies signed a peace treaty at the end of World War I. The
German Republic government which replaced the imperial administration was excluded from the
deliberations. The concept of Volk people, nation, or race has been an underlying idea in German history since
the early nineteenth century. Inherent in the name was a feeling of superiority of German culture and the idea
of a universal mission for the German people. The German republic, and experiment in democracy , was
established after the end of World War I. This vocabulary list suitable for printing. Research the possible
reasons for the rise of the Nazi party. What lands did Germany loose as a result of World War I? What
economic changes followed World War One in Germany? Why was the Nazi party often identified with young
men of the lower middle class? Is there a similar pattern among racist groups today? Research and discuss the
social climate and significant events that ultimately led to the state sponsored genocide in Nazi Germany.
Research the history of the swastika. Examine the reasons for the broad appeal to the German people of Nazi
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philosophy and government. How did Hitler reawaken feelings of nationalism after the humiliation suffered
after the First World War? Describe the techniques Hitler used to organize a large majority of German people
to accept and promote Nazi ideology. How did Germans perceive Hitler? Why was he followed so loyally and
by so many? What did Hindenburg think of Hitler and his followers? Investigate reasons for and the impact of
the decline of the Weimar Republic. This discussion question list suitable for printing. Demilitarized
Zone-Treaty of Versailles. Map of Europe after the Treaty of Versailles Holocaust time line Anatomy of a
Dictatorship. Heroes and Tyrants of the Twentieth Century. This boxed-set of 3 videos documents the career
of Adolf Hitler. Archival footage is provided depicting the rise of the Nazi Party and its leaders following
World War I. A History of the Holocaust. Using text as well as archival film and audio clips, and hundreds of
captioned pictures, topics such as life in the ghettoes, revolts in the death camps, and the Nuremberg trials are
covered. The life of Adolf Hitler, from his early life to his death, is documented in this video using film
footage and photographs compiled in Forty photographs illustrating the life of Hitler and the Third Reich are
provided in this collection. This video uses film footage and testimony from Elie Wiesel to try and explain the
events and causes leading to the Holocaust. Fourteen reproducible reprints, a poster and guide are also
included. Internet Lesson Plans and Classroom Activities. Lessons using specific web sites along with
reproducible worksheets are provided. Grades , Classroom Connect, Tiger at the Gate. How and why Hitler
rose to power is explored in this video using archival film footage. Students view Nazi propaganda and discuss
the power of symbolism and suggestion. Comprehension Questions for use with The Wavevideo. Eleventh
Grade Social Studies Unit. An interdisciplinary unit for middle school. The Rise of Antisemitism. Students
explore the evolution of antisemitism. Students share their response to a study of the Holocaust with future
generations. Students create a timeline of major Holocaust events and compare it to other events happening at
that time. This manual was distributed to all Florida high schools in the spring of and should be available in
your school resource center.
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4: Lesson: The Power of Propaganda | Facing History
Pass out the handout Hitler's Rise to Power, Viewing Guide and instruct students to respond to the questions with
information from the video as they watch. To help students prepare to answer, have them read the questions before
watching.

April 30 in Berlin, Germany Best known for: Adolf Hitler was the leader of Germany from to He was leader
of the Nazi party and became a powerful dictator. He is also known for wanting to exterminate the Jewish
people in the Holocaust. Adolf was born on April 20, in a city named Braunau am Inn in the country of
Austria. His family moved around some, living a short while in Germany and then back to Austria. Hitler did
not have a happy childhood. Both his parents died fairly young and many of his brothers and sisters died as
well. Adolf did not do well in school. He was expelled from a couple of schools before he moved to Vienna,
Austria to pursue his dream of becoming an artist. While living in Vienna, Hitler found that he did not have
much artistic talent and he soon became very poor. He would later move to Munich, Germany in hopes of
becoming an architect. Adolf was awarded twice with the Iron Cross for bravery. Rise in Power After the war,
Hitler entered politics. Many Germans were upset that they had lost the war. They were also not happy with
the Treaty of Versailles , which not only blamed the war on Germany, but took land from Germany. At the
same time, Germany was in an economic depression. Many people were poor. Between the depression and the
Treaty of Versailles, the time was ripe for Hitler to rise to power. Mussolini left and Hitler from the National
Archives Once entering politics, Hitler discovered that he was gifted in giving speeches. His speeches were
powerful and people believed what he said. Hitler joined the Nazi party and soon became its leader. He
promised Germany that if he became leader he would restore Germany to greatness in Europe. In he was
elected Chancellor of Germany. After becoming Chancellor, there was no stopping Hitler. He had studied his
idol, Benito Mussolini of Italy, about how to install a fascist government and become a dictator. Soon Hitler
was dictator of Germany. He first annexed Austria as part of Germany and then took over part of
Czechoslovakia. Hitler formed an alliance with the Axis Powers of Japan and Italy. They attacked quickly in
what was called Blitzkrieg or "lightning war". However, the Allies fought back. On June 6, they invaded the
beaches of Normandy and soon liberated France. By March of the Allies had defeated much of the German
army. On April 30, Hitler committed suicide. The Holocaust and Ethnic Cleansing Hitler was responsible for
some of the most horrible crimes committed in human history. He hated Jewish people and wanted to
exterminate them from Germany. Facts about Hitler Hitler loved the circus, especially the acrobats. He never
took his coat off, no matter how hot it got. Hitler was temporarily blind from a mustard gas attack during
World War I. He had a cat named Schnitzel. Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. Listen to a
recorded reading of this page: Your browser does not support the audio element.
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5: Inquiry - Hitlers Rise to Power - Totalitarianism on the Rise
This video worksheet allows students to learn about the rise of Adolf Hitler and how he came to power before World War
II. The video clip is only five minutes long, but it is packed full of information that will keep your students engaged.

In the last lesson, students looked at how the Nazis used laws to accomplish this goal. In this lesson, they will
look at the way the Nazis used propagandaâ€”through radio, the press, feature films and newsreels, theater,
music, art exhibits, books, the school curriculum, sports, and moreâ€”to influence the beliefs, feelings, and
actions of individuals to help further this goal. Begin by having students reflect on the power of media to
persuade. Ask them to respond to the following question in their journals: Do you think people are generally
skeptical? Or are they too willing to believe what they learn on the internet, see on television, or hear from
politicians or celebrities? How do you decide whether or not to believe what you see and hear? Then tell
students that when governments or politicians use media to persuade people, we often call that propaganda. It
is worth reviewing or reminding students of that reading and then establishing a definition for propaganda.
Provide students with the following definition: Information that is intended to persuade an audience to accept
a particular idea or cause, often by using biased material or by stirring up emotions. Then guide students
through the Crop It strategy to analyze a propaganda image together as a whole class. Then lead them through
the series of instructions below, selecting one or two students to approach the image, use their cropping tool to
respond to each prompt, and explain their choice. Move through the prompts one at a time, calling on different
students for each prompt to allow for an array of ideas to be contributed. Use the following prompts: Identify a
part of the image that first caught your eye Identify a part of the image that raises a question for you. Identify a
part of the image that is designed to make you feel rather than think. Identify a part of the image that is
designed to make certain individuals feel included in or excluded from the German "national community.
Students should assume that every detail has a purpose. Finish this activity by discussing the following
questions with the class: What is the message the creator of this image is sending? What does the maker of this
image want the viewer to feel? What does the creator of this image want the viewer to do? Day 2 Propaganda
Warm-Up Before introducing new examples of Nazi propaganda, spend a few minutes reviewing with
students the key ideas from the previous day. Ask students to look back at their journal responses about the
influence of media to see how their thinking might have changed as a result of analyzing the poster The
Eternal Jew. Alternatively, you might project the poster again and ask students to work with a partner to make
a short list of strategies that the creator s of the image used to convey an intended message. You could solicit
ideas from each pair and record a list on the board to reference later in the lesson. Analyze Additional Nazi
Propaganda Images There are three additional examples of Nazi propaganda images for students to examine in
this activity using the Crop It teaching strategy that you modeled the previous day. Lead students through the
same series of instructions for the Crop It strategy listed in Day 1. You might project the list of prompts on the
board for each group to reference as students work, or copy and paste them onto a handout for each table.
Depending on the amount of time you have available, have each member of each group analyze a separate
image, taking notes in response to each prompt and then sharing their observations with the other members of
their group. Alternatively, if you have more time to devote to this activity, you might have every student work
with the same image simultaneously, discussing their thinking in their groups along the way. Consider
drawing from the following questions: Do you notice any themes or patterns in this group of propaganda
images? Based on the images you have analyzed in this lesson, how do you think the Nazis used propaganda
to define the identities of individuals and groups? Consider the Impact of Propaganda Now that students have
seen and analyzed several examples of Nazi propaganda, ask them to think about the impact this media might
have had on the beliefs, feelings, and actions of the people who were exposed to them. It is common for
students to conclude after studying propaganda that the Nazis succeeded at brainwashing the German
population, but it is important to help them think carefully about this idea. Give students the reading The
Impact of Propaganda. They should address the following prompts, which you can project on the board or
distribute on the cards: Write down 3 things you learned about how the Nazis used propaganda to influence
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the way Germans defined their universe of obligation. Write down 2 questions you have about Nazi
propaganda or propaganda and brainwashing. Write down 1 thing you learned that supported or challenged
your thinking in your journal response at the beginning of the lesson about the way media can influence our
beliefs and actions. Assessment Assign students to independently complete the Crop It viewing protocol that
they used in this lesson with a new image. Assign students a piece of propaganda, or allow them to choose
their own, and have them record their answers to the prompts outside of class. The Nazi Degenerate Art
Exhibit In addition to explaining the importance of this traveling exhibit, Dr. Because it is important for
students to view the images as they watch the short film, ask them to complete an activity based on the
Connect, Extend, Challenge strategy after they have finished watching. Be sure that students are making
connections with what they have learned in the prior activities in this lesson. You can use the Close Viewing
Protocol to guide your students through a more thorough examination of the film and how it attempts to
communicate its messages. Discuss the Use of Propaganda Today It is worth engaging students in a reflection
on and analysis of propaganda in our society today. The following questions can help start the discussion: Can
you think of examples of propaganda in society today? How is propaganda similar to advertising? How is it
different? How do you think such propaganda influences the attitudes and actions of people today? Is there a
difference between the impact of propaganda in a democracy that has a free press and an open marketplace of
ideas and the impact of propaganda in a dictatorship with fewer non-governmental sources of information?
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6: Hilter Rise To Power Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Students will understand how the end of World War I allowed Hitler to come to power in Germany. Students will analyze
primary source documents on the effects of the Treaty of Versailles on Germany and the subsequent rise of Hitler to
power.

What does learning about the choices people made during the Weimar Republic, the rise of the Nazi Party, and
the Holocaust teach us about the power and impact of our choices today? Guiding Questions How did the Nazi
Party, a small and unpopular political group in , become the most powerful political party in Germany by ?
Learning Objectives Through class discussion and a written response, students will examine how choices
made by individuals and groups contributed to the rise of the Nazi Party in the s and s. Overview In a previous
lesson, students explored the politics, culture, economics, and social trends in Germany during the years of the
Weimar Republic to , and they analyzed the strength of democracy in Germany during those years. Students
will review events that they learned about in the previous lesson and see how the popularity of the Nazis
changed during times of stability and times of crisis. They will also analyze the Nazi Party platform and, in an
extension about the election, compare it to the platforms of the Social Democratic and Communist Parties. By
tracing the progression of the Nazis from an unpopular fringe group to the most powerful political party in
Germany, students will extend and deepen their thinking from the previous lesson about the choices that
individuals can make to strengthen democracy and those that can weaken it. This lesson includes multiple, rich
extension activities if you would like to devote two days to a closer examination of the rise of the Nazi Party.
By February , Hitler had given it a new name: The Nazis believed that citizenship should not only bestow on a
person certain rights such as voting, running for office, or owning a newspaper ; it also came with the
guarantee of a job, food, and land on which to live. In an attempt to capitalize on the chaos caused by runaway
hyperinflation, Hitler attempted to stage a coup known as the Beer Hall Putsch in Munich to overthrow the
government of the German state of Bavaria on November 23, The attempt failed and resulted in several
deaths. Although they should have been deported because they were not German citizens they were Austrian
citizens , the judge dispensed with the law and gave them the minimum sentenceâ€”five years in prison. Hitler
only served nine months, and the rest of his term was suspended. In the book, published in , he maintained that
conflict between the races was the catalyst of history. That new empire would also represent a victory over the
Communists, who controlled much of the territory Hitler sought. Hitler, like many conservative Germans,
regarded both Communists and Jews as enemies of the German people. The Bolsheviks were the communist
group that gained power in Russia in and established the Soviet Union. The Jews, according to Hitler, were
everywhere, controlled everything, and acted so secretly and deviously that few could detect their influence.
By , Hitler was out of prison and once again in control of the Nazi Party. The attempted coup had taught him
an important lesson. Never again would he attempt an armed uprising. Instead, the Nazis would use the rights
guaranteed by the Weimar Constitutionâ€”freedom of the press, the right to assemble, and freedom of
speechâ€”to win control of Germany. However, in the German economy had begun to improve. By , the
country had recovered from the war and business was booming. As a result, fewer Germans seemed interested
in the hatred that Hitler and his Nazi Party promoted. The same was true for other extreme nationalist groups.
Then, in , the stock market crashed and the worldwide Great Depression began. Leaders around the world
could not stop the economic collapse. To an increasing number of Germans, democracy appeared unable to
rescue the economy, and only the most extreme political parties seemed to offer clear solutions to the crisis.
Communists promised to distribute German wealth according to the common good. The Nazis blamed the
Jews, Communists, liberals, and pacifists for the German economic crisis. Among them were wealthy
industrialists who were alarmed by the growth of the Communist Party and did not want to be forced to give
up what they owned. Both the Communists and the Nazis made significant gains in the Reichstag German
parliament elections in President Hindenburg and his chancellors could not lift Germany out of the
depression. Their popular support began to shrink. In January , Hindenburg and his advisors decided to make a
deal with Hitler. He had the popularity they lacked, and they had the power he needed. They were also certain
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that he, too, would fail to end the depression. When he failed, they would step in to save the nation. But they
were tragically mistaken. You might need to pre-teach or be prepared to explain the following terms:
Previewing Vocabulary In addition to the terms above in the Nazi Party platform, the following are key
vocabulary terms used in this lesson: Platform Political party Coup Add these words to your Word Wall , if
you are using one for this unit, and provide necessary support to help students learn these words as you teach
the lesson.
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7: Lesson: The Rise of the Nazi Party | Facing History
Intro lesson about Adolf Hitler's early life pupils can design a facebook page based on his early life and rise to power to
gain a brief insight into Hitler. The lesson also then covers the factors that enabled the Nazi party to secure more votes
and Hitler to rise to power with worksheets to support.

This video can be found here: Most of our plans include the contents of this list. Please see the photo above for
actual contents. What content does this lesson plan cover? This was a problem during WW I as well. The
Treaty of Versailles gave very strict consequences to Germany. A massive war guilt clause of debt was placed
on the nation. Germany also lost imperialistic territories. This was a main source of revenue for the nation,
further increasing their problem of paying off the war guilt clause. This was why he wanted the League of
Nations to try and achieve world peace. Massive inflation in Germany crippled their economy and made the
citizens of Germany desperate for an answer. In , Vladimir Lenin died. Yet, his Communist revolution
continued. Afterward, Russia drifted from cooperation with these nations. Industry and agriculture became his
main focus. In Communism, the government controlled the economy. This gave Stalin a massive amount of
power and took power away from entities that used to be private businesses. Capitalism was removed from
Russia. Whenever a dictator rises to govern a nation, the people lose rights and become mistreated. In the
Soviet Union, millions of people were viciously murdered and millions of others died from famines while
Joseph Stalin was in power. Joseph Stalin ensured there would be no rights for citizens and ruled with an iron
fist. It is typically headed by a dictator. Fascism allows for private property. Benito Mussolini rose to power as
the Fascist dictator of Italy. He played off the fear of Communism spreading out of Russia to gain control. He
was a strong ally of Adolf Hitler. Hitler desired national expansion to conquer neighboring lands to grow the
nation of Germany. He sought to restore the power that Germany had before the Treaty of Versailles. By ,
Nazis led the politics of Germany. By , Hitler was made chancellor of Germany. Eventually, he dismantled the
Weimer Republic a representative government and replaced it with the Third Reich dictatorship. Hitler
practiced murderous racism known as Anti-Semitism. This form of racism was focused on Jews. He was
responsible for the murder of over six million Jews in Europe. So, why would anyone follow him? He claimed
that Jews were the reason for the economic troubles of Germany. This gave the Germans an excuse to deflect
blame for their economic problems. The people were desperate and turned to a dictatorship to fix the
economy. When people are pushed to the brink of economic disaster, their awareness of morality fades. They
become more vulnerable to accepting unethical courses of action. He committed unspeakable evil once in
power. In , Francisco Franco fought against the government and wanted to spread Fascism in Spain. Hitler and
Mussolini sent troops to help Franco, since he supported Fascism. By , half a million had died in the Spanish
Civil War. Franco emerged as the dictator. Japan desired more land due to being an island nation. In , Japan
tried to violently take Manchuria from China to gain more living space. The League of Nations requested that
they refrain from this action. Japan quit the League of Nations when they were told to leave the area. Factors
such as these created an atmosphere in the USA in which citizens wanted to avoid war at all costs. When
Japan was not stopped by the League of Nations, Hitler and Mussolini felt emboldened and sought to gain
more land for their countries. Hitler claimed Germany needed more lebensraum living space. He began to
strategize to gain the Sudetenland in neighboring Czechoslovakia. Mussolini attacked Ethiopia in Africa to
gain more land for Italy. Due to actions like these, war was inevitable in Europe. In , Congress, seeing that
conflict was coming to Europe, passed the Neutrality Acts that prohibited the selling of weapons to nations at
war. Roosevelt did not want Japan to gain sections of China, but national attention was still focused on the
economy, which prevented him from intervening.
8: GCSE History: Nazi Germany - ActiveHistory
The Rise of Hitler and the Nazis Hitler and the DAP, Changes to the Party , Munich Putsch , Reorganisation of the Party
, Wall Street Crash, Goebbels & Propaganda, SA, 'Backstairs Intrigue', Appointed Chancellor.
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9: Dictators of World War II Hitler Mussolini Tojo Stalin
WORKSHEET Hitler wanted the city of Danzig in Treaty brought Hitler to power in Japan's aggression and Hitler's rise to
power.).
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